Scorpius 9812.12 ACTD-WIDE “Battle at Derona 7” 

Host AGMJan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<START MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

AXO_Mille says:
::reviewing status reports before sending them to the captain::

OPS_TJ says:
::standing at the auxiliary operations console, receiving reports from all over the ship::

Host CO-Alex says:
::in RR waiting for OPS to send message from SFC::

CSOTsalea says:
::on bridge at scanners::

SO_Nes says:
::At station getting sensors to scan for gas diffusion matter/antimatter::

CNS_Swift says:
::just getting out of shuttle in shuttlebay::

Host CO-Alex says:
::moves her wedding gown out of the way to sit down::

OPS_TJ says:
::accesses the communications channels::

CNS_Swift says:
::tripping and falling to deck::    oof

CIV-Lecar says:
:: In ME waiting for orders::

CNS_Swift says:
::embarrassed as shuttle techs help her up::

AXO_Mille says:
OPS:  Please coordinate with Tactical to make sure we have plenty of power to shields.

CTO_Selan says:
::Walks toward nearest TL::

TO_Calder says:
::At Tactical waiting for the CTO to take over::

CTO_Selan says:
TL: Bridge. ::Feels the TL begin to move::

CNS_Swift says:
::wiping blood off small cut on chin::  Splendid.

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: XO: understood sir, will do

AXO_Mille says:
TO:  What is your status?

CTO_Selan says:
::Walks out of TL, and onto the bridge, pulling on his Tuxedo, which he never got off::

CNS_Swift says:
<Shuttlebay Tech>  Swift:  Ensign, you're to report immediately to the bridge.  Captain wanted you up there for this next mission. 

CSOTsalea says:
::adds some modification to sensors for the various ships the pirates use::

CEOTPaula says:
::steps out of a TL into ME::

TO_Calder says:
AXO: Weapons ready, shields ready, Security teams are being dispatched.

CTO_Selan says:
::Walks over to Tac:: TO: I'll take over Ensign.

CNS_Swift says:
Tech:  Splendid.

OPS_TJ says:
::nods to himself:: CO: Captain, incoming message, priority 1, from Starfleet

TO_Calder says:
CTO: Sir! ::stands at attention and hands the CTO a phaser rifle::

AXO_Mille says:
TO:  Acknowledged.

CIV-Lecar says:
:: taps a few buttons on his Phe'larr, deleting all info on the pirates of a few missions ago::

CTO_Selan says:
::Takes phaser rifle, and nods:: TO: Your dismissed.

Host Starfleet says:
@COMM Scorpius: Come in Scorpius....

CNS_Swift says:
::taking padd and trotting down corridor to turbolift::

OPS_TJ says:
::displays the message::

Host CO-Alex says:
*OPS*: Acknowledge, put it through TJ.

TO_Calder says:
CTO: That you, sir. ::heads for TL:: computer: Armory

CNS_Swift says:
::hitching bag over shoulder and trying to read padd at same time::

AXO_Mille says:
CSO:  Any other information we should know about?

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: SF: This is Captain Alexander.

CTO_Selan says:
::Does check on Phasers, tries not to make a glance at the Captain, who is still in her wedding dress::

CNS_Swift says:
::surprised at the orders::  Pirates again.  

OPS_TJ says:
::moves over to his main console::

CNS_Swift says:
::walking into turbolift doors that didn't open::  oof

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: Are all the Eng. teams in position?

Host Starfleet says:
@Comm Scorpius: you are immediately change course and head for Derona 7....the mission on Delgos has been accomplished by Orion...

CNS_Swift says:
Splendid day I'm having.  ::rubbing bruised nose::

OPS_TJ says:
::smoothes out his uniform and sits down::

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: Yes, ma'am

TO_Calder says:
::exits TL and begins to distribute phasers among the security teams::

CNS_Swift says:
::banging hand on turbolift doors::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: SF: Acknowledged SF. What is our mission there?

Host Starfleet says:
@Comm Scorpius: We have captured a pirate and received information that the main base is located on the second planets moon.......you are to proceed there immediately

CNS_Swift says:
::entering turbolift::  Bridge.   ::nursing bruised hand and wiping at blood on chin::

CTO_Selan says:
Computer: Current status of phaser arrays?

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: Send Delta and Gamma teams to the nacelles as backup.

OPS_TJ says:
::presses a button::

CTO_Selan says:
<Computer> All phaser arrays are current operational.

CTO_Selan says:
<Computer> Current status of both Photon and Quantum torpedoes.

AXO_Mille says:
*CEO*:  Do you have the nacelles covered?

CNS_Swift says:
::stepping on to bridge and attempting to hide disheveled appearance::

OPS_TJ says:
::wonders where the TO is. He's supposed to have a phaser::

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: Acknowledged

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: SF: On our way, any other information you can give us?

CEOTPaula says:
*AXO*: Yes sir.

CNS_Swift says:
::quick salute::  Ensign Swift reporting for duty.

CNS_Swift says:
::skulking to chair::

TO_Calder says:
Sec Teams: Those of you still in dress uniform, my apologies. However we are at condition 2 alert. You can change out of them when your shift ends. To your stations!

CEOTPaula says:
::scans warp core status...totally normal::

CTO_Selan says:
<Computer> Current stock of Photon torpedoes is 275, current stock of Quantum torpedoes is 100.

CSOTsalea says:
AXO:  checking sir

CIV-Lecar says:
:: coms a few people and walks over tells a few others about the CEO's orders::

SO_Nes says:
::still tinkering with sensors::

CNS_Swift says:
:;sideways glance at Captain's dress::  A new look for the bridge.  Black tie optional.

Host CO-Alex says:
*AXO*: Jared, come to my RR please.

AXO_Mille says:
CSO:  Let me know if anything shows up.

Host Starfleet says:
@Comm Scorpius. yes you will have the support of four vessels...The Tripoli, Cochrane, Athens and Inimitable... they will be meeting your in 20 minutes.

AXO_Mille says:
*CO*:  On my way.

CSOTsalea says:
AXO:  aye sir

TO_Calder says:
Sec Teams: Alpha 0, and Alpha 3, follow me. Bring extra phasers to distribute.

AXO_Mille says:
CSO:  You have the Conn.  I will be in the captains RR.

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: SF: Acknowledged SF.  ETA to vessels 30 minutes.

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: Delta and Gamma teams are in position ma'am

AXO_Mille says:
::arrives at RR and rings bell::

Host Starfleet says:
@Comm Scorpius: you will attempt to capture any ship in the area and secure their base....You may defend yourself if necessary..

CSOTsalea says:
::nods and continues her work::

Host CO-Alex says:
Enter!

CEOTPaula says:
::nods acknowledgment to Lecaran::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: SF: Understood SF.

AXO_Mille says:
::enters RR:: CO:  Yes captain?

TO_Calder says:
::enters TL and waits for the rest of the security teams to get in:: computer: Bridge

OPS_TJ says:
::watches over the incoming data he requested on all other encounters with pirates::

CNS_Swift says:
::punching up data on Sickbay preparedness::

Host CO-Alex says:
::hands padd to Jared of the incoming SF message::

Host Starfleet says:
@comm Scorpius: the Hayden was reported in that area....watch for it.. Starfleet out...and good luck Captain Alexander

OPS_TJ says:
::records it on a padd and places it aside::

CNS_Swift says:
::also punching up daily reports to find out how the wedding went::

EO_Kellen says:
::heads to Engineering for scheduled duty::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: SF: Yes Sir, if she is there, we will find her.

CIV-Lecar says:
:: sets his Phe'larr to interface with a console sans wires, and checks warp core efficiency::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Well, looks like we are in for it again Jared.

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  At least we will have some backup.

OPS_TJ says:
::leans back in his chair, to keep his eye on the readouts::

CNS_Swift says:
::smoothing hair and trying to straighten tunic::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: notes a small spike in output levels, makes the proper adjustments, then reports it to the CEO::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Make the shipwide announcement and reset course.

CNS_Swift says:
::bruise forming on eye and hand, scab forming on chin::  ::muttering::  What a mess.

TO_Calder says:
::exits TL on bridge.:: CTO: Security teams Alpha 0 and Alpha 3 reporting for bridge detail. ::presents the teams::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye, ma'am.

Host CO-Alex says:
::gets up from her chair and heads back to the bridge::

OPS_TJ says:
::moves over to the aft science console and glances at the readings::

CTO_Selan says:
::Looks at teams and then at TO:: TO: They are adequate... good.

Host CO-Alex says:
XO: You have the bridge, I have to change clothes.

SO_Nes says:
CTO: Sir, we can modify the torp's to detect exhaust from a cloaked BoP

Host CO-Alex says:
::leaves the bridge for her quarters::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Yes ma'am

CEOTPaula says:
::double-checks to see that Lecaran has corrected the problem::  CIV: Very good, Lecaran.

CSOTsalea says:
::notes the return of the XO::

TO_Calder says:
CTO: Thank you sir. ::begins distributing the teams around the bridge and having them hand out phasers::

CNS_Swift says:
::glancing up at the Captain as she swishes by::

OPS_TJ says:
::notices his dirty dress uniform::

CTO_Selan says:
::Looks at SO:: SO: That is a good idea, hold on....

OPS_TJ says:
::sighs and heads back to his console::

AXO_Mille says:
ALL:  A change of course has been ordered.  We will be heading to the second planets moon in the Derona 7 system.

OPS_TJ says:
::nods to the axo::

CEOTPaula says:
::looks over list of which Eng. personnel have been deployed where::

SO_Nes says:
::nods and sighs softly::

CTO_Selan says:
AXO: Sir, may SO_Nes and I prepare to change our torps for tracking cloaked ships by impulse gas?

AXO_Mille says:
ALL:  We have received word that the main base for the pirates is located there.

OPS_TJ says:
::picks up a padd and examines it::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: walks over to the wall and opens a small compartment and removes 3 type 1 phasers and 2 type 2 phasers::

CNS_Swift says:
::sigh::  More pirates.  Splendid.

Host CO-Alex says:
::rushes into her quarters, trying to get out of her gown without tearing it::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: heads towards the CEO::

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Proceed.

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: Have you seen Ensign Kellenway?

CTO_Selan says:
AXO: Aye, sir.

CTO_Selan says:
::Turns to SO:: SO: Come with me.

TO_Calder says:
::takes tactical station, still in dress uniform::

SO_Nes says:
::follows the CTO::

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Right here, sir. Apologies for being late. Possible malfunction of my quarters chronometer.

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Make it quick, we will be arriving in 30 minutes.

CTO_Selan says:
::Pulls a phaser out of a nearby case and hands it to the SO:: SO: Take this also, just in case.

OPS_TJ says:
::takes his seat and pours over the data displayed on the padd::

CTO_Selan says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Deck 3.

Host CO-Alex says:
::finally gets out of her gown and quickly dons her uniform::

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: here you are Lt. T’Paula :: hands the CEO 2 type 1 and 1 type 2 phasers::

SO_Nes says:
::grabs phaser::

CNS_Swift says:
::sending message to Engineering regarding possible malfunction in turbolift doors on Turbolift 3::

CSOTsalea says:
AXO:  sir will there be any other ships to assist us?

COPershin says:
[-]::checks with CEO to be sure the upper module is fully loaded with quantum torps and tri cobalt torps::

CTO_Selan says:
<Computer> Acknowledged. ::TL begins to move with CTO and SO in it::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Hello Ensign.    ::accepting phasers:: CIV: Thanks.

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Orders, sir?

TO_Calder says:
::notes the CO is not present:: *Sec Team A5* Please determine the location of the CO, and escort her.

OPS_TJ says:
::moves over to an equipment locker::

CTO_Selan says:
::TL finally stops, and doors open, and Selan gestures outward for the SO:: SO: This way.

Host CO-Alex says:
::pulls her hair in a knot and pins it::

AXO_Mille says:
OPS:  Please comm the other 4 ships we will be meeting and let them know we will be arriving shortly.

SO_Nes says:
::steps out of TL and walks with CTO::

CNS_Swift says:
::hoping they saved some wedding cake::

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: AXO: I'm already working on it. ::smiles::

CTO_Selan says:
::Walks to Torpedo launcher center, and walks in::

OPS_TJ says:
::transmits the message::

OPS_TJ says:
::pulls out a phaser and holster::

AXO_Mille says:
*CO*:  ETA in 10 minutes.

SO_Nes says:
::follows a step behind CTO::

CSOTsalea says:
::nods at the AXO orders to OPS.  Turns to set up a tachyon grid when the other ships join them::

COPershin says:
[-]::checks with FCO on ETA to rendezvous::

Host CO-Alex says:
::picks up her spare phaser and inserts in her pants, and another one in her boot::

OPS_TJ says:
::glances at the setting, and sets his phaser::

OPS_TJ says:
CSO: understood

CTO_Selan says:
::Walks over and grabs a nearby Engineering equipment case, and also hands one to the SO:: SO: Ok, you work on the Quantum Torps, I'll work on the Photons, we need as many as we can.

TO_Calder says:
*CO* Ma'am, sorry if I am interrupting anything, Security Team Alpha 5 will be your escort for this shift.

SO_Nes says:
CTO: Aye sir!

Host CO-Alex says:
::walks out of her quarters and enters TL::TL: Deck 1

CIV-Lecar says:
:: place the smaller of the 2 phasers inside his shoe and then pulls up his sleeve relieving a holster and places the larger of the 2 there::

CTO_Selan says:
::Nods at SO, and sets immediately to work::

CEOTPaula says:
::searching her mind for anything that needs to be done::

SO_Nes says:
::begins work on the quantum torps::

Host CO-Alex says:
*TO*: Well they better stay where they are, I am in the TL on my way to the bridge.

OPS_TJ says:
::takes a seat and adjusts his readouts::

CO_Hrong says:
@::Enters system at high warp responding to the orders to aid the Scorpius in her attack on the pirate base.  Enters system at red alert with weapons hot:: COM: Scorpius: This is Captain Hrong of the Federation Starship Tripoli.  We are here to serve.  I understand you will be the fleet commander for this offensive, Captain Alexander.  Orders?

CO_Pip says:
&::brings her ship out of warp joining the Scorpius::  COM: Scorpius: Captain Pip at your service.   ::waves at her CTO to make sure weapons are at ready::

CTO_Selan says:
::Taps comm.:: *TO* You might want to replace me at the Tac station, I am currently working on the Torpedoes with Ens. Nes.

TO_Calder says:
*CO* Understood, ma'am. They will join you shortly then, I believe they are waiting outside your quarters. 

COPershin says:
[-]<OPS>CO: we are within range of the rendezvous, Captain.

TO_Calder says:
*CTO* Sir, I am already there. 

CTO_Selan says:
::Changes two more torpedoes to right configuration for tracking::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Why don't you run a diagnostic on the power relay systems, just in case.

CTO_Selan says:
*TO* Understood, my mistake.

COPershin says:
[-]OPS: Hail the Scorpius.

AXO_Mille says:
OPS:  Please have them standby.

CO_Hrong says:
@::gives a wave to his FCO to bring their Nebula Class in alongside the Scorpius::

CO_Biggs says:
%:: Drops from Warp :: COMM: Scorpius: This is Captain Biggs of the USS Cochrane. We are waiting your orders.

Host CO-Alex says:
::enters bridge::AXO: Take over the helm Jared if you prefer.

AXO_Mille says:
All:  Captain on the bridge!

CTO_Selan says:
::Changes 3 more torps::

CO_Pip says:
&::has her security lock down the ship::

SO_Nes says:
::changes quantum torps tracking::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Status?

TO_Calder says:
*CTO* Sir, I should have notified you of that. Sorry, sir.

CSOTsalea says:
AXO:  permission to coordinate a tachyon grid with the other ships.

EO_Kellen says:
::nods:: CEO: Very good, sir. ::walks to a computer console and begins running a Level 2 diagnostic on the ship power grid::

CO_Biggs (warp_in.wav)

TO_Calder says:
::jumps to attention::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye, ma'am.  ::goes over to helm::

CO_Hrong says:
@::stands in the middle of the command deck of his ship, awaiting a reply::

OPS_TJ says:
::signals the ships::

CTO_Selan says:
*TO* There is no problem, you do not have to apologize.

TO_Calder says:
*Sec Team A5* The CO is on the bridge. 

TO_Calder says:
*CTO* Yes, Sir.

Host CO-Alex says:
FED Ships: Thanks for your promptness.  Is everyone here?

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Ma'am we are within communication range.  The other 4 ships are standing by.

COPershin says:
[-]COMM:USS Scorpius, this is Captain Pershing of the Inimitable.  We are approaching rendezvous.  Where would you like us?

CO_Hrong says:
@::notes that his FCO has taken up a close station alongside the Scorpius::

CEOTPaula says:
::watches the EO for a moment and then goes back to double-checking the list::

CO_Pip says:
&COM: Scorpius: Captain Pip Of the USS Athens waiting a reply

CO_Biggs says:
%:: sets the Cochrane on Yellow Alert ::

CTO_Selan says:
::Changes 1 more Photon::

CNS_Swift says:
::notifying Sickbay to standby with emergency medical response teams and emergency triage procedures::

SO_Nes says:
::realizes there are about 100 torps::

Host CO-Alex says:
Fed Ships:  Let’s spread out.  We have encountered these pirates before.  They love to come in cloaked.  This way we can protect each other.

CTO_Selan says:
::Changes 2 more Photons, and notices how hard SO_Nes is working::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  ETA in 4 minutes.

CNS_Swift says:
CO:  They love to come aboard too.  ::grimace::

CO_Hrong says:
@FCO: You heard the Fleet Captain, spread out .......

TO_Calder says:
<Sec A5> ::arrives on bridge and goes over near the CO::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Are those phaser modifications complete?

CO_Biggs says:
%COMM: Scorpius: Acknowledged, Scorpius. We'll stay on Red alert in case of an attack

CO_Hrong says:
@<FCO>::nods and executes the move::

AXO_Mille says:
CSO:  Please proceed with the coordination.

CTO_Selan says:
SO: Do not worry, Ensign. We will not be using all of the Quantum’s.

CO_Pip says:
%COM Scorpius: As you order. ::Has her FCO take them around in a delta flight pattern::

EO_Kellen says:
::moves through each ship system, giving each its own diagnostic, as well as a shipwide::

SO_Nes says:
CTO: Thank goodness sir

CSOTsalea says:
AXO:  aye sir

COPershin says:
[-]<TAC>CO: Aye, sir.  You have 120% phaser power at your disposal.

CSOTsalea says:
::comms other ships to set up grid::

CTO_Selan says:
::Slightly smiles, although the Vulcan part of him stops most of it::

CO_Biggs %Red alert. All to battle station. Be prepared for anything (redalert.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Give the coordinates to the other ships and let’s go.

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Scorpius: Be advised, Fleet Captain, we are holding as perimeter defense off your starboard.  ::moves back to his chair and sits::

CNS_Swift says:
::tearing off a broken nail::

CEOTPaula says:
::glances over and is impressed by the EO's thoroughness::  EO: No problems, I hope?

SO_Nes says:
::finishes changing 30th torp::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Hrong: Understood.

CNS_Swift says:
::daubing at chin::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye.  ::transfers coordinates to the other ships::

CTO_Selan says:
::Changes 67th Photon, and continues on::

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: None as of yet, sir. But why wait until battle to find out I'm wrong? <G>

CO_Hrong says:
@<OPS>::notes coordinates coming in and sends them to his FCO::

CO_Pip says:
%::Moves to the back of the bridge by her CTO:: CTO: Lets make sure all photons and phasers are at 100%   <CTO> Yes Ma'am

AXO_Mille says:
*CTO*:  How soon before you are done?

COPershin says:
[-]COMM: USS Scorpius, this is Inimitable.  May I suggest we lay down a minefield behind us as we engage them to prevent their escape?

CEOTPaula says:
::nods approval::  EO: A logical attitude.

CSOTsalea says:
*Hrong CSO*:  are you set up for the grid?

SO_Nes says:
::begins to get cramp as 40th torp is changed::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Fed Ships: Be aware, these pirates also have dimensional shifting devises.  I would advise all your security alerted in case.

CTO_Selan says:
*AXO* It depends on how many Photons you want changed, sir.

CIV-Lecar says:
:: checks phaser output levels and find that they are normal::

CO_Hrong says:
@::glances at his CSO::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Pershing: Excellent idea Captain.

CO_Hrong says:
@<CSO> COM: Scorpius CSO: Acknowledged, we are ready here.

AXO_Mille says:
*CTO*:  We are arriving shortly.  Finish up what you can, and return to the bridge.

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: Did you hear that?

CTO_Selan says:
*AXO* Aye sir.

TO_Calder says:
*Sec Major Team Delta*  split into teams of 2, wander the ship, and don't bunch up in one area.

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Ship wide diagnostics reveal nothing wrong. Only partly done the individual systems.

CO_Pip says:
%::acknowledges the Scorpius::  Athens Crew, lets get ready you heard her. Move it!

CSOTsalea says:
Comm: very well Hrong

SO_Nes says:
::finishes changing 60th torp::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  We are entering the system.  ::slows to impulse::

COPershin says:
[-]COMM: Scorpius: Thank you, Captain.  Inimitable out.

CNS_Swift says:
::rotating her ankles and feeling the bulge of the holdout phaser in one boot and her knife in the other::

CTO_Selan says:
::Works on 87th torp::

Host agmjan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<LRS pick up high-energy readings on the moon of the second planet.....Also LRS is picking up 5 Bop’s, 2 D-7's and a Ferengi BattleCruiser>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Engage.

CO_Hrong says:
@:;sits in his chair .... waiting as usual::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Very good.  Keep it up.

CSOTsalea says:
Comm*Biggs CSO:  Prepare set up for Tachyon grid

SO_Nes says:
CTO: I've changed 60 torps, is that enough?

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye.  ::engages::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Begin laying down photon mines at the edge of the system.

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Scorpius ..... :: Our tactical officer has picked up an interesting contact, do you have the ships around the 2nd moon?

CO_Pip says:
%::scans pick up incoming ships::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: There they are Jared, advise the crew.

CTO_Selan says:
::Works on 98th torp, and turns to SO:: SO: Good enough, lets get to the bridge.

CIV-Lecar says:
:: having nothing else to do for now, Lecaran sits down and starts a Vulcan rejuvenation trance::

SO_Nes says:
CTO: Aye sir

COPershin [-] (Torpedo.wav)

TO_Calder says:
::begins assigning targeting to the ships on LRS::

CO_Biggs says:
%COMM: Scorpius: Captain Alex, We are picking several vessels coming on high speed. <Cochrane's CSO> Scorpius CSO: Sure

CSOTsalea says:
::finishes grid set up::

OPS_TJ says:
::whistles at his readings::

Host agmjan says:
<<<<<<As the federation fleet enters the system.....the pirate vessels come to intercept>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Hrong: Yes we do, lets finish this mess. Ready to engage.

CTO_Selan says:
::Walks up to TL:: TL: Bridge. ::Waits for SO::

CO_Hrong says:
@CTO: Power up weapons and defensive systems.  FCO: Prepare to engage them.  *ALL*: All Hands, this is the Captain.  To your battle stations.

SO_Nes says:
::hurries to TL::

TO_Calder says:
Bridge: Targets are moving onto intercept course!

CTO_Selan says:
::TL begins to move as SO hops in::

Host CO-Alex says:
TO: Arm all weapons.

COPershin says:
[-]AL:L: RED ALERT!

CO_Biggs says:
%Fleet: Well, we are ready to engage. 

TO_Calder says:
*CTO* Sir, get to the bridge please

OPS_TJ says:
::readies himself::

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Scorpius: Acknowledged.  We will follow you in, Captain.

COPershin  (Alert.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Red Alert.

CSOTsalea says:
COM *Pips CSO*: are you set for a tachyon grid?

OPS_TJ says:
::nods::

CO_Pip says:
&CTO: Target their weapons systems! FCO: Move us in front of them and come around to intercept.. fire on my mark

AXO_Mille says:
TO:  Target their weapons!

OPS_TJ  (Alert.wav)

TO_Calder says:
::arms weapons:: CO: Weapons armed ::raises shields:: Shields up

Host Kroisen says:
COMM Federation: Leave this area or die !

CIV-Lecar says:
:: realizes something is going and breaks the trance::

CTO_Selan says:
::TL stops in bridge, and he hops out:: CO, XO, TO: Torps are ready!

CSOTsalea says:
AXO:  tachyon grid on line

CNS_Swift says:
They're not much fun at a party.

SO_Nes says:
::moves to station::

TO_Calder says:
::targets weapons of the closest enemy ship::

CO_Hrong says:
@All: I don't think so ..........

OPS_TJ says:
::comms the ship and puts his personnel on stand by::

AXO_Mille says:
CSO:  Acknowledged.

K`lod says:
$::waits by his guns ::

OPS_TJ  (COMM.wav)

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Engage with phasers at long range.

CTO_Selan says:
::Rushes over to Tac station:: TO: Get security ready!

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Begin firing.

CO_Hrong says:
@::moves to an attack posture and engages the enemy ships::

OPS_TJ  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Selan says:
::Begins to fire phasers::

CO_Biggs says:
%CTO: Set those phasers to high capacity. FCO: Bearing 37 Mark 65. Speed 1/4 of Impulse

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  changes completed?

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Alpha 1 maneuvers, strafe the ships.

CO_Pip says:
%COM Kroisen: Stand down.. from your attack mode.. now SIR   CTO: Fire!

COPershin says:
[-]SEC: Initiate security protocol alpha 5.

CEOTPaula says:
::thinks, well, something's going on now::

Host Kroisen ()OPS: Open fire !!! (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

TO_Calder says:
::points things out to CTO:: Targets are prioritized A, B, C, D, E, etc. 

AXO_Mille says:
::brings the ship about for another round of firing::

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Yes, ma'am, orders?

K`lod $::fires on the pesky Fed ships ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CO_Biggs says:
%Fire!!!

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Yes ma'am!

COPershin says:
[-]FCO: Evasive!

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires all weapons::

EO_Kellen says:
::finishes current diagnostic, and nods to himself CEO: Sir, all systems working within parameters.

CO_Hrong says:
@::notes his CTO starting off with the long range Q torps before switching to p torps and eventually phasers::

CNS_Swift says:
::holding arms of chair::

TO_Calder says:
*ALL SECURITY* Condition 1 alert!

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Fire!

OPS_TJ says:
::feels the ship tremor and shake::

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires a round of Photon torps::

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Continue firing!

CO_Biggs (quantum_torpedoes.wav)

CO_Hrong says:
@::grips the arms of his chair as he passes between a pair of Bop’s::

OPS_TJ  (Torpedos.wav)

Host Kroisen ()::FULL RAMMING SPEED TOWARDS  ATHENS FIRING!!:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CSOTsalea says:
::closes down all science station::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Keep on top of all power TJ., we will need everything done quickly.

K`lod $::targets the Port Nacelle, of the Scorpius ::  (TORPEDOS.wav)

CO_Pip says:
&<CTO> ::fires photons and phasers.   <FCO> Maneuvers in front of the enemy ships

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Acknowledged.  ::doubts they will stay that way for long::

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Shield status?

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Hit them with everything!

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires a round of Phasers, targeting one ships propulsion::

CO_Biggs says:
%:: fires a spread of Quantum Torpedoes ::

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: CO: understood

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

CIV-Lecar says:
::feels a sort of intuition and heads for the port nacelle::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: The helm is yours Jared. Do what is necessary.

CTO_Selan says:
AXO: 87% sir.

EO_Kellen says:
::glances at the Red Alert beacons, and monitors the power consoles in front of him::

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: How is that grid holding?

CSOTsalea says:
<science posts on other areas of ship>

OPS_TJ says:
::feels 6the ship turn sharply::

CO_Hrong says:
@::notes one of the ships turn towards Athens and responds:: COM: Athens: We will try to get that devil off you ....... ::motions to his FCO::

CNS_Swift says:
::punching up the tactical display on her monitor::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires spread of Quantum’s::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye.  ::continues evasive maneuvers::

Host Kroisen ()::COMES WITHIN 200 METERS OF ATHENS FIRING AT ENGINES :: (Torpedo.wav)

COPershin says:
[-]::lays down a withering barrage of quantum torpedoes::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: exits ME::

CSOTsalea says:
CO: so far captain

COPershin  (Torpedo.wav)

CO_Hrong says:
@::closes on Kroisen as he nears the Athens::

OPS_TJ says:
::punches in commands as quickly as possible::

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Phasers at close range.

AXO_Mille says:
OPS:  Do we still have enough power to send over to the shields?

K`lod $::comes about and fires upon the Inimitable :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CO_Hrong  (PHASER1.wav)

CO_Pip says:
%COM Hrong glad you’re there. CTO: Fire!   <FCO> Moves in a circular pattern to avoid collision

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks Quantum’s on a Bop’s weapons and fires::

CO_Hrong  (PAKLED2.wav)

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable does a corkscrew evasive::

CIV-Lecar says:
*CEO*: I'm on my way to the port nacelle to head Gamma team just in case something goes wrong, if that is Ok with you

CO_Biggs says:
%Fleet: Who needs more assistance? CTO: Cripple their IPS. Make sure they can't move. Even at warp

CO_Hrong  (TORPEDO.wav)

AXO_Mille says:
::maneuvers the ship around and under the vessel::

OPS_TJ says:
::glances and sighs:: AXO: sir, at this point, I'm really not sure. I believe so...

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<<() RAMS ATHENS !!!!!!!! BOOOOOOMMMMM>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Calder says:
*Security Team Delta Major* Keep up the roaming procedures.  *Sec Team Alpha, Beta, Charlie* Get to your posts! Hold them against all intruders. Shoot anything that doesn't look like it belongs.

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Continue firing!  Target nearest vessel!

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Athens: Are you still in this?

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Fire at her belly, take her out!

CO_Pip says:
%COM ALL FEDERATION SHIPS: Advise to all descend on Kroisen and fire

OPS_TJ says:
::sees the Athens explode::

CTO_Selan says:
::Prepares phasers at close range::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires phasers at a Ships engine room::

CO_Hrong says:
@::follows right behind Kroisen and begins firing::

CO_Hrong  (TORPEDO.wav)

K`lod says:
$::Uses DT to transport a antimatter bomb upon the Athens engine room ::

CEOTPaula says:
*CIV*: Fine.

TO_Calder says:
::moves to aux. Tac station::

AXO_Mille says:
OPS:  I don't need a guess, let's get more power to the shields.

OPS_TJ says:
::watches the fiery haze::

COPershin says:
[-]<CSO>CO: Captain, the lead ship is heading forthe Athens.

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Keep the shield modulations changing.

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: AXO: understood, sir!

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Cover the Athens!

CSOTsalea says:
::scans for all energy readings present::

OPS_TJ says:
CO: I am, the best I can... I'm not sure if it's good enough though

COPershin says:
[-]CEO: We need those phasers on line!

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Fire on that ship after the Athens.

CO_Hrong says:
@::notes a transport between the Athens and Kroisen and orders his ship to continue after Kroisen::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks weapons on Kroisen, and fires them all::

CTO_Selan says:
::Continues to fire Photons on nearby Pirate ship::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<() THE FERENGI CRUISER COMES INTO BATTLE::>>>>>>>>>

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye.  ::brings the ship toward the Athens::

CEOTPaula says:
::preoccupied with damage control::

CTO_Selan says:
CO: Aye ma'am.

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable bears down on the lead pirate ship::

K`lod says:
$:Kroisen: I have DT'd a AM bomb  into her engineering spaces

CO_Hrong  (Quantum_Torpedo1.wav)

CO_Biggs says:
%:: moves the Cochrane to K'lod's Ship, firing Ventral phasers :: Now take this, you bloody pirate... FCO: Bearing 23 mark 00. Full Impulse!

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks all weapons on ship, and fires::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Fire tri cobalt’s!

CO_Hrong  (Quantum_Torpedo2.wav)

SO_Nes says:
::notes another ship on sensors::

OPS_TJ says:
::taps a button and remodulates the shields::

CIV-Lecar says:
*CEO*: I'm on my way to the port nacelle to prepare for any damages

CO_Biggs (entdphas.wav)

CNS_Swift says:
::monitoring tactical displays::  Ferengi!  How about that.  They usually show up after the battle to salvage.

K`lod says:
$::warps away ::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: See that Ferengi vessel?

TO_Calder says:
::brings up targeting information and begins assigning the targets for the CTO to use::

CEOTPaula says:
*CIV*: Acknowledged.

CO_Hrong says:
@::feels his ship get rocked my matter/antimatter weapons and turns to the CTO ordering a damage report::

CO_Biggs says:
%CEO: Damage report!

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks weapons on oncoming vessel::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<Tripoli takes a hit >>>>>>>>>>

K`lod $::retargets the Inimitable :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Fire aft torpedoes on that Ferengi vessel.

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable fires tri cobalts at Kroisen::

CSOTsalea says:
::notes the various ships::

EO_Kellen says:
::adjusts what is necessary to keep primary systems operating at normal levels::

ScuterShi :Maneuvers her ship in and fires on the Scorpius:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Yes, shall I take us over there?

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires aft torps at Ferengi vessel::

OPS_TJ says:
::grips his console and remodulates again::

CO_Hrong says:
@::falls out of his chair as his ship rocks:: FCO: Break off and re engage

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Lock and fire phasers at the Ferengi ship!

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Is the Athens out of danger?

TO_Calder says:
::reprioritizes ships based on size and distance::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<cochrane's shields go down to 20%::>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks phasers and fires on Ferengi ship again::

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

CIV-Lecar says:
:: arrives at nacelle and tracks down Gamma repair team::

CO_Hrong says:
@::gets off the deck and back to his chair as a console explodes on the aft deck::

EO_Kellen says:
::secretly wishes the Titan were handy::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<<ONE BOP IS BLOWN UP !!>>>>>>>>>>>

ScuterShi says:
&::slowly circles the ship in for a second go around::

CNS_Swift says:
::glancing around the bridge to see how the crew is holding up::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  yes ma'am.

CO_Biggs says:
%FCO: Take us near the Inimitable. CEO: I want those shields back!

CEOTPaula says:
::rerouting power flow around damaged systems::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks all weapons on Ferengi ship, and fires::

CO_Biggs says:
%<CEO> Aye, sir

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Jared, head for that BOP, CTO take her out now!

CO_Hrong says:
@::notes the shield status of the Cochrane and moves to cover her::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Shields status?

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Understood.  ::heads toward the BOP::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks all weapons on BOP, and fires::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  can you think of anything more that might assist us?

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<Two Bop’s HEAD FOR SCORPIUS>>>>>>>>>

CO_Hrong  (Quantum_Torpedo1.wav)

K`lod $::fires once again at the Inimitable ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CO_Hrong  (Quantum_Torpedo2.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Ever heard of the game chicken?

TO_Calder says:
CTO: Sir, use the aft torpedo launcher, load Quantum torps. They can change direction and head forward.

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Target the BOP and continue firing.

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks Quantum Torps on oncoming bop’s and begins to fire two spreads::

CO_Biggs says:
%CTO: Photons on the D7!

COPershin says:
[-]FCO: Bring us about.  Bear all weapons on that Ferengi.

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Go for her throat Jared.

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Not yet ma'am

CTO_Selan says:
AXO: Aye sir!

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Consider it done!

CNS_Swift says:
::raising eyebrow at CO's comment::

ScuterShi says:
&::Comes into firing range of the Inimitable::

AXO_Mille says:
::heads straight for the BOP::

CO_Hrong says:
@::comes in close to the Cochrane as he beats away the attacking Bop’s::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<Bop’s Fire on Scorpius' engines.........knocking shields down>>>>>>>>

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks on BOP, and continues to fire with both phasers and torps::

OPS_TJ says:
::feels the ship shudder and the engines roar::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: fixes a plasma leak in the nacelle, while gamma team rushes to repair a plasma relay::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Simultaneous tri cobalt and quantum torps.  Fire!

TO_Calder says:
Bridge: SHIELDS ARE DOWN

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Cochrane: Your clear, can you continue the attack?

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  scan for any unusual energy emissions

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable fires at the Ferengi vessel::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Get those shields back up, reroute whatever power is needed.

K`lod says:
$::wheels about and fires on the Scorpius' Dish and rakes the Eng. area ::

ScuterShi &::fires at the Inimitable, targeting their weapons:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

OPS_TJ says:
::leaps over his console and heads to the aux. ops console::

CEOTPaula says:
::diverting all possible resources to restoration of shields::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: bumps his knee on a console:

TO_Calder says:
*SEC ALL* our shields are down, prepare for boarding!

AXO_Mille says:
OPS:  All available power to shields.

SO_Nes says:
::scans for unusual energy emission::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Get us in the clear for a moment Jared.

CTO_Selan says:
::Notices that the shields are down, and mumbles a curse under his breath, forgetting his Vulcan heritage::

CO_Hrong says:
@::hears a yell from his CTO about the Scorpius' shields and turns:: FCO: get us to the Scorpius .... cover her

COPershin says:
[-]FCO: Maneuver to protect Scorpius.

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<Tricobalt torp hits a D-7........Vaporizing it !!>>>>>>

CO_Biggs says:
%COMM: Hrong: Yes. We can still attack. What's you status?

OPS_TJ says:
::nods to the CO, too busy to respond::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks on oncoming Ferengi, and fires::

AXO_Mille says:
::maneuvers the Scorpius clear::

K`lod says:
$::explodes:::

CIV-Lecar says:
Gamma team: Carry on

EO_Kellen says:
::falls back, nailing his shoulder against a bulkhead::

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Scorpius: We are coming in now Scorpius ... we will try to cover you.

OPS_TJ says:
::reroutes power, and removes isolinear chips and replaces them::

ScuterShi says:
&::Orders his crew to back off and come around again::

CNS_Swift says:
::fingering phaser on her hip::

CO_Biggs :: fires on a D7 :: (photon_torpedoes.wav)

OPS_TJ says:
::a spark burns his hand::

CO_Hrong  (PHASER2.wav)

CO_Hrong  (PHASER1.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Hrong: Thanks give us a few seconds and we will have shields again.

OPS_TJ says:
::presses a command::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: How long?

SO_Nes says:
CSO: Maybe we could overheat their radiator baffles?

CIV-Lecar says:
*CEO*: I'm coming back to ME, Gamma team has things under control here

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  how?

CIV-Lecar says:
:: rushes back to ME::

CEOTPaula says:
::hands the station over to crewbeing Johnson:: EO: Are you okay?

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable move to protect Scorpius' flank::

CO_Hrong says:
COM:" Scorpius: Consider it done ::waves at his CTO and FCO::

OPS_TJ says:
Captain: shields active.... sees the console spark and dimmed'.... anytime now

ScuterShi says:
&::brings it within spitting distance of the Scorpius::

Host Kroisen <<<<<<<<The Other D-7... head directly toward the Cochrane....Firing........closer....closer...... firing all the way.>>>>>>> (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks phasers on another BOP, and fires::

OPS_TJ says:
::swears::

SO_Nes says:
CSO: I'm thinking ma'am

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Aye, sir. ::gets back to his feet, rubbing his shoulder as he remains his station

Drooog $:::Reaches for Biggs' Ship ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Jared, get that cocky sob!

CSOTsalea says:
::works at keeping grid up::

OPS_TJ says:
::reroutes again and the lights go off on the bridge of the Scorpius::

CO_Hrong says:
@::hears a report on the Cochrane but is forced to ignore it as his crew continues to try to cover the Scorpius::

CEOTPaula says:
<Johnson> CEO: T'Paula...?

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Yes ma'am!

CEOTPaula says:
::returns to console::

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

OPS_TJ says:
CO: shields up!

ScuterShi ::Showers them with phasers:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CNS_Swift says:
::raising eyebrow again at CO::  

CO_Biggs says:
%CTO: Fire all weapons. FCO: Evasive! CEO: Keep those shields!!

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<<<Cochrane EXPLODES !!!!>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV-Lecar says:
:: arrives back in ME::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Hrong: We have shields!

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks phasers on the Ferengi, and fires::

TO_Calder says:
::orders loading of Quantum torps into all tubes, hoping the launchers can handle the max firing speed::

Drooog $::fires again , but can't see the profit in it ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Fire at will!

CO_Biggs says:
:: dead ::

CO_Hrong says:
@::hears the report of the Cochrane's destruction:: COM: Scorpius: Understood .... breaking off and coming around for another attack then.

OPS_TJ says:
::wipes the sweat from his brow, and tumbles head over heels::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires as many Quantum torps as he can::

EO_Kellen says:
::checks the amount of available power for ship systems::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Lock and fire all weapons on Krosien's ship!

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<Ferengi ship   veers off........no warp......>>>>>>>>

ScuterShi says:
&::the ship rocks at it is hit::

CO_Hrong  (Photon_Torpedo1.wav)

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: Welcome back.  Find a panel and help out.

CTO_Selan says:
::Continues to fire at Ferengi::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Finish off the Ferengi ship!!!

Drooog says:
$:::maneuvers as best he can away from the fight ::

AXO_Mille says:
::brings the ship back around for another volley::

CO_Hrong says:
@::feels his ship rock as it pulls the tight turn towards the ship that finished off Cochrane::

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Put one up her tail pipe!!

OPS_TJ says:
::rolls over the deck and regains his strength::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires several spreads of torps and fires phasers at the Ferengi::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<Two more BOP's   are hit and EXPLODE>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Swift says:
::making a note to get the Captain some chocolate as soon as possible::

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  You heard the captain, let's finish off the Ferengi ship.

OPS_TJ says:
::stumbles over to his console and reroutes again::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: reaches a console and begins adjusting shield amplitude::

CTO_Selan says:
::Continues to fire at the Ferengi::

ScuterShi says:
&::Yells at his crew to get them the heck out of there...and hears the engines die::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Target the Ferengi next.  Simultaneous phasers on the nearest BOP.

OPS_TJ says:
::presses some commands::

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again and again at Ferengi ship::

Drooog says:
$:::uses every evasive he can think of ::

CO_Hrong says:
@::the Tripoli moves into position on the remaining ships and opens up the weapons that still work::

CNS_Swift says:
::getting up and scooting over to OPS to help monitor conditions::

CNS_Swift says:
::pulling in casualty reports::

CSOTsalea says:
SO:  scan for any gas leaks around the enemy vessels

OPS_TJ says:
::smoke clings to his uniform and small flames burn his already injured hand::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<BOP'S TARGET TRIPOLI AGAIN>>>>>>>>>>

CIV-Lecar says:
:: changes shield amplitude, slightly adding more resilience::

CNS_Swift says:
::batting at the flames at OPS::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks all weapons on Ferengi and fires::

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Target that BOP!

OPS_TJ says:
::uses his other hand to access shield control and reroute power::

SO_Nes says:
::scans for gas leaks around enemy::

CTO_Selan says:
::Targets BOP with phasers and fires::

CO_Hrong says:
@::hears the report from his CTO:: FCO: Ramming speed ........... take us in.

ScuterShi says:
&::Attempts to fire back.. smoke pouring out of the damaged ship::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Let's get those bop’s.  Circle and fire.

CO_Hrong says:
@::closes on the BOP that is targeting him::

CNS_Swift says:
::grabbing hand extinguisher and putting out flames at OPS console::

OPS_TJ says:
::cradles his hand and backs away from his console::

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable targets the bop’s::

Drooog says:
$::hopes he is sneaking away unnoticed ::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again and again at the BOP::

CNS_Swift says:
TJ:  That should hold it.

OPS_TJ says:
::croaks:: CNS: Thanks...

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<ONE BOP IS HIT HARD......OUT OF CONTROL....................RAMS TRIPOLI !!!!  BBBOOOOOOOMMMMMMM>>>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Swift says:
::quick smile at TJ::

CO_Hrong says:
@::sees the look on his FCO's face as he does not order them to veer off the bop’s path::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Jared, who else is out there?

OPS_TJ says:
::sits down and pushes a button to stabilize shields::

CNS_Swift says:
::checking in with Sickbay::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: All torpedoes on closest BOP and phasers on the other.

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Checking.

CO_Hrong says:
@::falls to the floor again as more consoles explode around him and lights flicker dark for a moment::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks phasers on a BOP and fires::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Fire!

CNS_Swift says:
::receiving casualty reports and routing update to Captain's console::

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Cover Pershings ship.

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

CSOTsalea says:
::watches all the damage...regret at all the lost lives::

CTO_Selan says:
CO: Aye ma'am.

CO_Hrong  (Photon_Torpedo2.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
::notices the casualty reports::

CO_Hrong  (Photon_Torpedo3.wav)

OPS_TJ says:
::wraps his hand in cloth from his uniform::

CTO_Selan says:
::Shoots cover fire for Pershing's ship::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  One BOP is left.

TO_Calder says:
Bridge: ::calmly:: I believe we are winning. 

CNS_Swift says:
::helping TJ to tie off is ad hoc bandage::

CO_Hrong says:
@::feels his ship shudder in response as the power begins to restore::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Go get the Jared, let’s finish this mess.

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<3 MORE BOP'S APPEAR FROM BEHIND THE MOON.......ATTACK VECTOR>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_TJ says:
::glances at the burns::

COPershin says:
[-]::sees ships coming around on his ship::

CTO_Selan says:
CO: Ma'am, three more bop’s!

ScuterShi says:
&::The Ferengi shift adrift... they make halfhearted attempts to fire at passing ships::

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks weapons on oncoming ships::

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Scorpius: The Tripoli is going to make a direct run on the moon.

TO_Calder says:
Bridge: ::notes the new Bops:: I could always be wrong.

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Increase power to shields!

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Cover Pershings ship Jared, don't let them at him.

OPS_TJ says:
::moves over to his console and reroutes everything to the shields::

EO_Kellen says:
::shakes his head, still tending his shoulder:: Great. More Klingon ships.

AXO_Mille says:
All:  Let's not stop now!  Continue firing.

CO_Hrong says:
@FCO: Take us in ..... full power towards the moon.

CTO_Selan says:
::Begins to fire at the Bop’s::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Full spread of tri cobalts and quantums at those new Bop’s!

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Fire!

CSOTsalea says:
::tries to maintain grid with two ships::

OPS_TJ says:
::wonders how long before they are boarded::

CO_Hrong says:
@<FCO> CO: we are dead in the water Captain ......

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Ramming speed Jared, this is the end now, and forever.

CNS_Swift says:
::leaving OPS and walking over to TAC consoles::

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Take them out, Selan.

CTO_Selan says:
::Locks Quantum’s on bop’s and fires::

COPershin  (Torpedo.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Tricobalt torpedoes now.

OPS_TJ says:
::looks over to the CO::

COPershin  (Torpedo.wav)

ScuterShi says:
&::Goes to the transporter room... TR: Get me on that Ship..they call Scorpius!

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires a spread of Tri-cobalts at the bop’s::

CNS_Swift says:
::glancing up at the Captain's back with a small grin and knowing that this isn't the end::

CEOTPaula says:
::ignores a shower of sparks from a power surge in a nearby console::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<BOP'S SWERVE  MISSING TRICOBALTS......THE TORPEDOS CRASH ON THE BASE>>>>>>>>>>>

CSOTsalea says:
::continues to check scans for unusual readings occurring::

EO_Kellen says:
Computer: Computer, what is the available power for ship systems?

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: check the moon for any life signs.

OPS_TJ says:
::stumbles to his feet and coughs::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Another spread.  Wide dispersal pattern Gamma.

SO_Nes says:
::thinking madly::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: Notices a malfunctioning plasma injector, seriously damaged, about to explode, and beams it into space, where explodes off the port bow off one of the bop’s causing a small hull breach::

CTO_Selan says:
::A panel explodes behind him, but he ignores it::

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Fire!

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: How is the grid holding?

OPS_TJ says:
CO: Cap... Captain, aye

COPershin  (Torpedo.wav)

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<ALL THREE BOP'S HEAD FOR INIMITABLE>>>>>>>>>>>>

AXO_Mille says:
::brings the Scorpius around for more firing::

COPershin  (Torpedo.wav)

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  barely, there are only two of us

TO_Calder says:
CTO: Sir, we might try using the torpedoes as depth charges, sending a self destruct command when the get near an enemy ship.

CO_Hrong says:
@COM: Scorpius: This is Tripoli, we are dead in the water.  Manning Life Pods now.  Good luck Scorpius.

OPS_TJ says:
::checks his readings::

COPershin  (Torpedo.wav)

CTO_Selan says:
::Begins to fire again at the bop’s trying to protect the other ship::

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: Do what you can T.  Are there any life signs on the planet?

COPershin says:
[-]TAC: Phasers at 120% at the lead BOP, fire!

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  checking

CTO_Selan says:
TO: Bring it up with the CO please, it is a good idea.

COPershin says:
[-]FCO: Prepare for emergency warp.

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Take second BoP, fire all weapons.

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again at a BOP::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<TWO BOP'S COLLIDE WITH INIMITABLE NACELLES STARTING A CHAIN REACTION>>>>>>>>>>>

COPershin  (Allwea~1.wav)

CNS_Swift says:
::calmly standing next to Captain::

CEOTPaula says:
::thinks, If it lacks any other positive qualities, it is certainly challenging::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again at a BOP::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again at a BOP::

OPS_TJ says:
::leans over his console and sees stars::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again at a BOP::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again at a BOP::

TO_Calder says:
CTO: Moot point. looks like 1 left.

COPershin  (Autode~1.wav)

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  We are losing the inimitable

ScuterShi says:
&::Unable to beam onto the Scorpius they try to take an assault team to the Inimitable::

EO_Kellen says:
::tries to remap the power distribution to compensate for all the damage done to Scorpius::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires all weapons at BOP::

COPershin says:
[-]ALL: Abandon ship!

COPershin says:
[-]CEO: Eject the core!

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: Get a transporter lock on the ships crew and beam them now.

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable ejects its core.

OPS_TJ says:
CO: what about our shields?

TO_Calder says:
CO: Permission for emergency beam out of Inimitables crew!

CSOTsalea says:
::quickly gets a lock to prepare beam emergency beam over::

SO_Nes says:
::helps to lock onto Inimitable crew::

CO_Hrong says:
@*All* All Hands, abandon ship, repeat, all hands abandon ship.  Get to the escape pods immediately.

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<BOP FIRES ON THE BRIDGE OF THE INIMITABLE>>>>>>>

CO_Hrong  (Autodestruct2.wav)

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Prepare to lower shields.

CSOTsalea says:
SO: begin

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires all weapons on that BOP::

OPS_TJ says:
::nods to the CO::

SO_Nes says:
::begins energizing::

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  we are ready

Drooog says:
$:::looses control and crashes into the saucer section of the Inimitable ::

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: Let us know when, then we will drop shields.

COPershin says:
[-]::Inimitable's crew all launch into space.  The bridge is empty::

CEOTPaula says:
::frankly rather sick of being attacked like this...keeping the Scorpius on her feet::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Drop shields now.

OPS_TJ says:
::lowers, hoping he won’t regret it::

OPS_TJ says:
::closes his eyes::

CSOTsalea says:
::begins transport::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<INIMITABLE EXPLODES !!!!!>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: Beam them now T.

ScuterShi says:
&Their crew is beamed aboard just as the ship explodes::

SO_Nes says:
::preys::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires again at BOP, hoping they won't attack while their shields are down::

AXO_Mille says:
::thinks they are left in a very vulnerable position with shields down::

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  shields up

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Jared, keep us safe until we can get the crew aboard.

OPS_TJ says:
::glances at the incoming results of the transporters::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<Remaining BOP and D7  ATTACK SCORPIUS>>>>>>>>>>

CIV-Lecar says:
:: ordering repair teams to the different areas::

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  all aboard

TO_Calder says:
*Sec DELTA* Transporter rooms, check the survivors

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Aye.

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: You have them T?

CTO_Selan says:
::Begins to fire on the two ships attacking::

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Shields up.

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  Let's get those two ships!

CO_Hrong says:
@::sits in his chair on the bridge with only the senior staff not in the escape pods, waiting and watching the view screen as the battle rages on.  Notes the explosion of the Inimitable.::

CTO_Selan says:
::Fires all weapons at two remaining ships::

OPS_TJ says:
::sees the ship coming in:: CO: raising shields

EO_Kellen says:
::shakes his head at all the damage:: I haven’t seen this much damage since my Academy training

AXO_Mille says:
::continues evasive maneuvers::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: This is not entirely uncommon aboard the Scorpius.

CSOTsalea says:
::looks at Shania and nods::

CTO_Selan says:
::Tac panel explodes and he is thrown back, headfirst into wall::

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<BOP FIRES AT SCORPIUS' ENGINES>>>>>>

OPS_TJ says:
::knew the Scorpius wouldn't stay in "one piece" for long::

OPS_TJ says:
::rushes over to the CTO::

OPS_TJ says:
::helps him up::

CTO_Selan says:
::Gets up, green blood spilling down his face, and gets back to the Tac, and continues to fire, ignoring OPS::

OPS_TJ says:
CTO: you all right?

TO_Calder says:
::takes up firing at the ships::

Host CO-Alex says:
To: Take over tactical.

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Suddenly.........the D7 EXPLODES !!!!!!!!>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Hrong @::watches the view screen as Inimitable burns in space:: (The Death of a Starship.wav)

OPS_TJ says:
:;sighs::

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: Gamma team reports 2 casualties ma'am

SO_Nes says:
::scans for weakness in attacking ships::

TO_Calder says:
CO: Already on it from the Aux. station.

EO_Kellen says:
::grabs hold of the console in front of him as the engine hits causes his panel to explode, threatening to throw him backwards::

TO_Calder says:
*MEDICAL* Get someone to the bridge NOW

OPS_TJ says:
::feels the slight tremor from the shock wave::

Host CO-Alex says:
::nods at TO::

CTO_Selan says:
OPS: I'll be... allright... gotta... stop... them...

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  Looks like it's one on one now.

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: Fatalities?

Host Kroisen says:
<<<<<<<A VOICE COMES OVER SCORPIUS' COMM...........Need some help lady??

CNS_Swift says:
::stepping up to Selan and easing him to the deck::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Get them Jared.

TO_Calder says:
::continues to target and fire at the BOP::

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: delta reports 1 dead, 3 seriously injured in the nacelles

OPS_TJ says:
::holds him back:: CTO: they're done for... I will man the station

CTO_Selan says:
::Try to pulls away from the OPS officer, and tries to move to Tac station::

OPS_TJ says:
::sits him down::

AXO_Mille says:
::brings the ship back around toward the BOP::

OPS_TJ says:
::shakes his head::

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: no fatalities for Gamma.. yet

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: Well, tell them to get to sickbay, if they haven't already.

TO_Calder says:
OPS: Sir, just get him to sick bay, I can take Tactical

CNS_Swift ::grabbing medkit and using hypospray on Selan:: (Hypospray.wav)

CNS_Swift says:
::grabbing medkit and using hypospray on Selan::

AXO_Mille says:
CTO:  This is it.  Let's end this!

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Ship: Gul Sur you devil!!!!

OPS_TJ says:
::nods and gets the CTO on his feet::

CSOTsalea says:
::notes TJ taking over Tac::

Host CO-Alex says:
CNS: Over here now!!

Host GUL-SUR says:
@COMM: Pirates: didn't I tell you  NOT IN MY SECTOR !!! K'RASS OPEN FIRE !!

OPS_TJ says:
::moves him into the TL::

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: And divert any personnel you have to keep the nacelles covered.

EO_Kellen says:
:wipes his face, covered with cuts and burns, and moves to the next functioning console::

TO_Calder says:
::loads both launchers and fires a dual spread of 20 Q torps at the BOP::

CNS_Swift says:
::handing medkit over to Selan's companions::

Host CO-Alex says:
CTO: Watch out, you know how he plays.

CTO_Selan says:
::Sees Gul_Sur on Screen, eyes narrow, and angrily tries to get up:: NO! I'll STOP HIM!!! I'LL STOP THAT BA--

Host K`Rass @Gul: Aye sir !!  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: there is a fire in the nacelle and they can't reach sickbay, but they have medkits and are treating their wounded

CNS_Swift says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::stepping up next to CO::

EO_Kellen says:
CEO:: Sir, nacelles took a nice beating

OPS_TJ says:
::slugs the CTO in the chops, knocking him out::

AXO_Mille says:
::continues evasive maneuvers to avoid being hit::

Host GUL-SUR says:
<<<<<<<<Ferengi battle cruiser VAPORIZES !!>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO-Alex says:
CNS: I believe you know this one.

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: Isn't there anyone available to extinguish this fire?

CSOTsalea says:
::raises eye brow at TJ::

TO_Calder says:
::notes the lag in reload, begins to use phasers on the BOP, as fast as he can push the button::

CNS_Swift says:
::raising eyebrow::

Host CO-Alex says:
AXO: Jared, think of some way to get under him::whispers::

CTO_Selan says:
::Falls to the ground, blood spilling all over the place from the gash on his head:: I’ll stttooooppp hiiimmmm... ::And then falls unconscious::

OPS_TJ says:
::shrugs at Tsalea:: T: he could've hurt himself more... he's pretty bad off

Host CO-Alex says:
CNS: Keep him distracted if you can.

Host GUL-SUR says:
<<<<<<<<<<THE ONE BOP   CLOAKS AND.......DISAPPEARS>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host K`Rass says:
@Gul : we are reloaded

CNS_Swift says:
::nodding at CO::

AXO_Mille says:
CO:  The BOP has just cloaked.

TO_Calder says:
*Torp Room* Load ION guided torps!! 

OPS_TJ says:
::helps him into the TL::

CSOTsalea says:
*MO*:  to the bridge please

Host GUL-SUR says:
@COMM SCORPIUS: your welcome....<BEG>

CNS_Swift says:
*K'Rass*  How nice of you to join the party.

CEOTPaula says:
EO: I imagine we will be occupied for some time with repairs.

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: Chronoton scans? He has cloaked!

OPS_TJ says:
::leans him against the console:: CTO: sorry 'bout that....

CSOTsalea says:
OPS:  medical will be coming

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: they just don't have the personnel available, Lt.

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: T: thanks...

OPS_TJ says:
::rubs his temple::

TO_Calder says:
::targets the Vor'Cha and orders loading of tubes 1-10 with quantum torps::

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Sir, why don’t we surround the fire in forcefields, and suck the oxygen out from between them? That should kill the fire.

CSOTsalea says:
CO:  we have no grid...all the ships are down but for us

TO_Calder says:
CO: Should I fire on them?

CNS_Swift says:
CO:  I'd hold off on that Ma'am.

Host CO-Alex says:
TO: Hold fire until the CNS has spoken to him.

Host K`Rass says:
@Gul: she is trying it again :: chuckles:: I told you about her

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: I have to assume the fire control systems are off-line if the fire is still burning.  CIV: Why don't you go help.

CNS_Swift says:
*K'Rass*  Miss me?

CTO_Selan says:
::Still unconscious, blood trickles into his eyes and mouth::

CSOTsalea says:
<MO>  :: team takes CTO to med::

Host GUL-SUR says:
@COMM: Scorpius?? you wanted help or you want to fight?? your not in good shape..we could really hurt you... won't you say hello??

TO_Calder says:
CO: Aye, ma'am ::wanted very much to kill that disgusting creature::

CIV-Lecar says:
CEO: yes ma'am

CEOTPaula says:
<EO on the first statement, CIV on the 2nd>

OPS_TJ says:
::takes his sleeve and rips it, making it a bandage and wraps his head::

Host K`Rass says:
#COM: Cns: As Beautiful as ever ::grins::

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Aye sir. They are, which is why I suggested the makeshift solution.

AXO_Mille says:
*CEO*:  What is your status in engineering?

OPS_TJ says:
::rips off his shirt and wraps it around his head::

CSOTsalea says:
::listens to the conversation::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: hurries to help extinguish fire::

CNS_Swift says:
*K'Rass*  Ah, and just as clever as ever.  What brings you to our little soiree?

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Gul: So you are saying you are helping us again. Why may I ask?

CEOTPaula says:
*AXO*: We are experiencing considerable difficulty, sir.

TO_Calder says:
::orders tubes 1 and 2 to be loaded with tri-cobalt weapons::

Host K`Rass says:
@COM: Cns: Why we wanted to help a bit ... they give pirates a bad name ::chuckles::

CTO_Selan says:
<MED> ::Team rushes Selan into Sickbay, where several other injured people lie::

AXO_Mille says:
*CEO*:  Use any available personnel you need.

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Very well, try it out, if you can get forcefield generators online.

Host GUL-SUR says:
@COM Scorpius: well, this is my territory...they were warned.....hey.. I got something for ya.....lower your shields and I'll give it to you..

OPS_TJ says:
::follows then into SB::

CTO_Selan says:
<MED> Computer: Activate EMH program!

CEOTPaula says:
*AXO*: Thank you sir, we appreciate any we can get.

CNS_Swift says:
*'K'Rass*  Help li'l ole us?  Why that's right neighborly of you.  What's in it for you I wonder?

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Aye sir. ::attempts to erect forecfields to contain the fires, and then terminate the oxygen supply to that area

SO_Nes says:
::worries at the tone of conversation::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: arrives at the nacelle::

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Gul: You tell me what it is and I MIGHT lower my shields.

CTO_Selan says:
::EMH appears::  <EMH> Please state the nature of the medical emergency?

CIV-Lecar says:
EO: There are people still in this area!

OPS_TJ says:
::helps Selan onto the bed::

Host K`Rass says:
@COM:Cns: Why this way we reduce the competition , as you well know

TO_Calder says:
CO: Ma'am, I hope you don't plan to order me to lower the shields... he is dangerous.

OPS_TJ says:
::heads back to the bridge::

CIV-Lecar says:
*EO*:there are people still here

Host GUL-SUR says:
@COM: Scorpius: something your missing....well??? I’m waiting, but I won't for long....got a bus to catch..

EO_Kellen says:
CIV: I know. I am cutting oxygen to the contained areas, not the populated areas. Trust me.

CTO_Selan says:
<MED> EMH: He has a severe head injury!

CNS_Swift says:
*K'Rass*:  I guess it's rude of me to look a gift Klingon in the mouth.  Please, eliminate your competition.  Don't let us get in your way.

Host CO-Alex says:
OPS: Lower shields.

OPS_TJ says:
::in the TL::

Host CO-Alex says:
Com: Gul: Lowering shields.

CEOTPaula says:
::summoning any available personnel to help out::

Host CO-Alex says:
CSO: Lower shields.

CTO_Selan says:
::Meds move away and help others while EMH walks over to Selan:: <EMH> Oh... it's you again. ::Pulls out tricorder::

Host K`Rass says:
@COM:Cns: Just helping you do that is all ::chuckles::

TO_Calder says:
CO: Lowering shields ::drops the shields::

OPS_TJ says:
::enters on the bridge and lowers the shields::

Host GUL-SUR says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<A transporter beam ignites the bridge......a small cube materializes.......>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSOTsalea says:
::looks at the captain:: yes ma'am

CNS_Swift says:
*K'Rass*:  Mm.

Host CO-Alex says:
::nods to TO::

CIV-Lecar says:
:: notices one of the force fields about to give out and activate the force field emitter on his Phe'larr::

EO_Kellen says:
::erects the forcefields, at low power, but manages to contain the fires. His efforts to extinguish the fire is unsuccessful::

Host CO-Alex says:
TO: Shields up.

TO_Calder says:
::holds finger just over the raise shields button, and another over the fire torpedo spread button::

OPS_TJ says:
::places a forcefield around the cube::

CSOTsalea says:
::notes the cube and walks over to retrieve it::

TO_Calder says:
::raises shields:: CO, YES! Ma'am

Host CO-Alex says:
COM: Gul: Thanks, now how do we put him together again?

SO_Nes says:
::smiles at Indy's return::

EO_Kellen says:
CEO: Sir, I have the fires contained, but not for long. The environment controls are not responding.

Host GUL-SUR says:
@COMM: Scorpius, you destroyed my device for making him whole when you destroyed my base......

CSOTsalea says:
::looks at shield around cube and at TJ::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Acknowledged.  *CIV*: Can you get those people out of there now?

CTO_Selan says:
<EMH> ::Scans Selan:: Hmmm... you're skull has slid inward somewhat... and your ribs have nearly been destroyed. And your lungs have been pierced. ::Realizes that he is talking to an unconscious person, and sets immediately to work::

CIV-Lecar says:
*EO*: I have stabilized your force field, but my Phe'larr will run out of power soon, remove the oxygen now

Host CO-Alex says:
COM:GuL: So you can't use him any longer and return him to us?

CNS_Swift says:
::narrowing eyes at Sur's comment, and listening to what he didn't say::

Host GUL-SUR says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Gul_Sur's ship Cloaks..........>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSOTsalea says:
::runs scans over cube::

OPS_TJ says:
CSO: well, I didn't know what it was...::lowers the forcefield:: ::mutters, it could've been a bomb::

TO_Calder says:
::holds fingers just over the fire forward torps, and the fire aft torps, and the fire phasers::

EO_Kellen says:
*CIV*:Unable to comply. Environmental controls not responding. Can you transport the casualties out?

Host CO-Alex says:
COM:" Gul: You have no honor.

CTO_Selan says:
<EMH> ::Waves some Med officers over, and together they all begin to try and save Selan's life::

Host GUL-SUR says:
@Comm Scorpius: well,....maybe you can visit Rogan...and get another one.....as they say on your planet......adieu.........

CSOTsalea says:
OPS:  of course...wise move

CIV-Lecar says:
*EO*: I don't have authorization to do that, you'll have to ask the CEO, I'm sorry

Host K`Rass says:
@Gul: fine one to talk about honor , leaving her groom on her wedding day ::chuckles::

CSOTsalea says:
::Picks up cube::

TO_Calder says:
::brings fist down on console very hard::

Host CO-Alex says:
TO: Fire!!!!

OPS_TJ says:
::nods:: CSO: thanks

TO_Calder says:
::fires all weapons at last known coordinates::

EO_Kellen says:
::curses under his breath:: CEO: Sir, permission to beam the casualties out? BEFORE the fields collapse?

CIV-Lecar says:
*EO*: I have an idea

CTO_Selan says:
<EMH> ::Selan begins to cough up blood::

Host GUL-SUR says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


